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QUESTION 1

An application running on an Amazon EC2 instance in VPC-A needs to access files in another EC2 instance in VPC-B.
Both are in separate. AWS accounts. The network administrator needs to design a solution to enable secure access to 

EC2 instance in VOC-B from VPC-A 

The connectivity should not have a single point of failure or bandwidth concerns. 

Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. Set up a VPC peering connection between VPC-A and VPC-B. 

B. Set up VPC gateway endpoints for the EC2 instance running in VPC-B. 

C. Attach a virtual private gateway to VPC-B and enable routing from VPC-A. 

D. Create a private virtual interface (VIF) for the EC2 instance running in VPC-B and add appropriate routes from VPC-
B. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A company is running an application on Amazon EC2 instances. Traffic to the workload increases substantially during
business hours and decreases afterward. The CPU utilization of an EC2 instance is a strong indicator of end-user
demand 

on the application. The company has configured an Auto Scaling group to have a minimum group size of 2 EC2
instances and a maximum group size of 10 EC2 instances. 

The company is concerned that the current scaling policy that is associated with the Auto Scaling group might not be
correct. The company must avoid over-provisioning EC2 instances and incurring unnecessary costs. 

What should a solutions architect recommend to meet these requirements? 

A. Configure Amazon EC2 Auto Scaling to use a scheduled scaling plan and launch an additional 8 EC2 instances
during business hours. 

B. Configure AWS Auto Scaling to use a scaling plan that enables predictive scaling. Configure predictive scaling with a
scaling mode of forecast and scale, and to enforce the maximum capacity setting during scaling. 

C. Configure a step scaling policy to add 4 EC2 instances at 50% CPU utilization and add another 4 EC2 instances at
90% CPU utilization. Configure scale-in policies to perform the reverse and remove EC2 instances based on the two
values. 

D. Configure AWS Auto Scaling to have a desired capacity of 5 EC2 instances, and disable any existing scaling policies.
Monitor the CPU utilization metric for 1 week. Then create dynamic scaling policies that are based on the observed
values. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 3

A company is migrating its applications to AWS. Currently, applications that run on premises generate hundreds of
terabytes of data that is stored on a shared file system. The company is running an analytics application in the cloud
that runs 

hourly to generate insights from this data. 

The company needs a solution to handle the ongoing data transfer between the on-premises shared file system and
Amazon S3. The solution also must be able to handle occasional interruptions in internet connectivity. 

Which solutions should the company use for the data transfer to meet these requirements? 

A. AWS DataSync 

B. AWS Migration Hub 

C. AWS Snowball Edge Storage Optimized 

D. AWS Transfer for SFTP 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/cloud-data-migration/ 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following AWS services can be used to define alarms to trigger on a certain actMty, such as actMty
success, failure, or delay in AWS Data Pipeline? 

A. Amazon SES 

B. Amazon CodeDepIoy 

C. Amazon SNS 

D. Amazon SQS 

Correct Answer: C 

 

In AWS Data Pipeline, you can define Amazon SNS alarms to trigger on actMties such as success, failure, or delay by
creating an alarm object and referencing it in the onFaiI, onSuccess, or onLate slots of the actMty object. Reference:
https://aws.amazon.com/datapipe|ine/faqs/ 

 

QUESTION 5

A company runs its infrastructure on AWS and has a registered base of 700,000 users for its document management
application. The company intends to create a product that converts large .pdf files to .jpg image files. The .pdf files
average 5 MB in size. The company needs to store the original files and the converted files. A solutions architect must
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design a scalable solution to accommodate demand that will grow rapidly over time. 

Which solution meets these requirements MOST cost-effectively? 

A. Save the .pdf files to Amazon S3. Configure an S3 PUT event to invoke an AWS Lambda function to convert the files
to .jpg format and store them back in Amazon S3. 

B. Save the .pdf files to Amazon DynamoDB. Use the DynamoDB Streams feature to invoke an AWS Lambda function
to convert the files to .jpg format and store them back in DynamoDB. 

C. Upload the .pdf files to an AWS Elastic Beanstalk application that includes Amazon EC2 instances. Amazon Elastic
Block Store (Amazon EBS) storage, and an Auto Scaling group. Use a program in the EC2 instances to convert the files
to .jpg format. Save the .pdf files and the .jpg files in the EBS store. 

D. Upload the .pdf files to an AWS Elastic Beanstalk application that includes Amazon EC2 instances, Amazon Elastic
File System (Amazon EFS) storage, and an Auto Scaling group. Use a program in the EC2 instances to convert the file
to .jpg format. Save the .pdf files and the .jpg files in the EBS store. 

Correct Answer: A 
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